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Deuelopment of the Motor omnibus Traffic

in Austria.

..ip

’l’he motor omnibus trame is of comparatively recent intro-
duction in Austria. 9part from a few failures of ventures which
were tried in this direction both with town and inter-urban traf-
fic, soon after the regular manufacture of this kind of vehicles
was commenced, the real activity in this field of enterprise only
dates from about 1905.
The motor omnibus has so far been unable to obtain a perma-

nent footing in Austrian towns. The numerous tramways which,
especially since their electri6cation, have rapidly risen in popular
favour have absorbed nearly all the traffic that was to be had
and have left very little for the motor omnibuses to pick up. In
addition to this, the streets of most Austrian towns, owing to
the highly undulating character of the ground, have upon the
whole very few asphalte or concreted roads, and their streets as
they are as present, are not condiicive to comfortable riding in
motor omnibuses fitted with solid rubber tyres.

In Vienna motor omnibuses have been working for some time
round the outer fringe of the town, in continuation of three
electric tramlines. One of these omnibus lines is 4.2 km. long,
with 5 cars (dead weight 2.8 to 4.75 metric tons) and another
5.8 km. long with two cars (dead weight :3.5’i and 4.75 tons respec-
tively). There is also a railless overhead trolley line. 1.8 km.
long with 4 cars (Stoll’s system, dead weight 2.75 t.) at work
and, finally, since February 1912 a new line of motor omnibuses
has been started with 11 cars (dead weight 5 tons), which run
from the centre of the city in a radial direction outwards, the
length of the route being 2.9 km. 4T1 these lines are worked
by the municipality of Vienna. We should further mention the
fact, that in the course of the last summer a private undertaking
had commenced to run regular excursions by large open motor
omnibuses to the nearer and further environs of Vienna.

Finally, there are regular motor omnibus services run in different
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towns by some hotels, wbich place their vehicles at the disposal
of their visitors to convey them to and from the railway stations.
With respect to the development of the motor omnibus traffic,

the services outside towns are in Austria of far greater impôr-
tance than the services in towns. The topographical conditions
of the country are not specially favourable for the construction
of cheap local and light railways and consequently a compara-
tively large capital would be required to build the. The

sparsity of the population and the total. absence of industrial

undertakings in a great many parts of the monarchy preclude
from the outset the possibility.of éarning a fair income on many
of the local railways for wbich scbemes have been prepared. In

such localities motor omnibuses would be the proper means of

conveyance for dealing- with the periodical transport of passen-
gers with some advantage. This traf6c is now being worked in

many places by job masters with horse-drawn vehicles who at the
same time convey the mails for a fixed annual sum. Where

there is a largér traffic other regular horse omnibus services are
also worked besides those conveying the mails. Generally speak-
ing, therefore, routes along whicb there already exists a very
brisk passenger traffic, or where a considerable increase in this
traffic might be expected if the service were accelerated, seem to

present the general conditions that will favour the establishment
of a motor omnibus service.

The government itself has taken up the idea of establishing
and working departmentally motor services on suitable routes and
has put the idea into practice by inaugurating in 1907 such a
line about 38 km. long. In addition to this, private under-

takings have also embarked in sundry places on similar ventures.

Although the motor omnibus is, no doubt, eminently suitable
for working the traffic between towns. and villages and also to and
from railway stations, there are difficulties in. tlie way which

will hinder a more rapid development of such services in parts
of Austria. First of all there are the roads, the present condition
of which will have to be taken into consideration. The develop-
ment of the railways has in Austria, as everywhere else, practi-
cally stopped the expenditure of large sums on road construction,
since the railways had to a greater or less extent undertaken the

transport of both goods and passengers. Tbe sums spent on the

construction and upkeep of roads were until a short time ago in

proportion to the traffic that made use of the roads. At this

juncture the motor vehicle appeared on the scene. The roads



with their deficient snb-structures and hardly well .kept surfaces
are no longer able to stand the strain put upon them by the
motor traffic ; matters of course go very much. from bad to worse,
when besides the light tourist cars heavily built motor omni-
buses with their very much greater paying loads, begin to make
regular use of the roads. And, unfortunately, in the majority
of cases, it seems that it was just the weaker kind of roads that
was attacked first, because they were leading away from rail-
way stations inland, and had consequently to carry the bulk of
the traffic not only of motor omnibuses hut also of motor wagons,
while the more substantially built trunk roads, which formerly
carried the largest portion of the traflic, rin for all practical
purposes parallel with the railway lines.

Although if is an acknowledged fa,ct, that only well built and
properly maintained roads are able to bear for any length of time
a regular and brisk motor trame, the establishment of motor
vehicle routes is often prevented by the circurustances that the
parties whose duty it would be to keep up the roads have not the
necessary means at their disposal to put them into a state of
repair that would make them suitable for regular motor traffic.
The fact, however, should also be mentioned that the government
is spending considerable sums in its endeavour to put the state
roads gradually in order, as they are the first that must be put
in order as far as the motor trame is concerned. As the parties
who are mostly interested in the promotion and development of
motor omnibus services have already gained some experience and
have fully recognised the fact that the condition of the roads
has a very important bearing upon motor trame profits, because
baud roads swell considerably working expenses and may even
ruin the venture, such expériences necessarily retard progress.

Certain of the current working expenses have also to be duly
considered. Thus, e. g., the sums spent on rubber tyre renewals
work out comparatively high in Austria, because on the one hand
the rubber works established in the country have not large sales

- for their solid rubber tyres, and their works costs consequently
corne out very high; on the other hand, although such tyres can
be bought more cheaply abroad where they are made on a large
scale, they have to pay heavy import duties. The Austrian auto-
mobile works, whose vehicles are almost exclusively bought by
the motor transport undertakings in the country - solely on
account of their excel1ency - are unable to supply spares and
replace parts at specially low rates because they have not yet



been able to start making motor chassis systematically and on a
more extensive scale. As the annual costs of upkeep must be
assumed to be at least 10 % of the initial cost of a vehicle, the
expenditure on renewals and repairs will form an important item
in the yearly balance sheet. Finally we. must not omit to men-
tion the fact that benzine (petrol) is continually rising in price
ôwing to the large quantities which are used up by motor omni-
buses of this material, so that in spite of the more and more
extensive use of benzol for motor fuel, working expenses continue
to go up at a disquieting rate.

Apparently it would not be possible everywhere to increase
fares in order to cover the enhanced cost of fuel, because people
would resent the higher fares and make less use of the motor
omnibuses, especially for short rides, which would naturally re-
duce the receipts.
Although the government’s avowed and primary object in

establishing inotor omnibus lines is by no means to make money
out of the venturé, but rather to provide for the public an accel-
erated and regular service, the bearing of this business upoii
State finances generally must not be lost sight of either. And

as regards private undertakings their sole object in running
motor omnibuses is of course to make profit out of the venture,
but in many cases these people have been taught sharp lessons
and they have become wiser in consequence. Tliey are now more
cautious and make more careful calculations before they enter
upon new ventures and consequently many projected new routes
have been droppèd as their financial prospects appeared doubtful.
In more recent times the government, too, has taken a firmer
stand and has stopped many a scheme which had been promoted
without due consideration and with too light a heart. When-

ever applications are now made for establishing and working new
omnibus routes, the government insists on the applicants furnish-
ing proofs not only of their financial standing but also of the
financial prospects of the proposed scheme, by submitting esti-
inates of thé expected revenues, working expenses, etc. together
with a statebient with regard to the suitable character of thé
roads to be made use of by the service. _

The outcome of all this is a slow but steady increase in the
number of motor omnibus routes on roads in the open country.
The development of the motor omnibus traffic, as far as it

affects the periodical transport of passengers may be seen by the
subjoined Table. v



I. Number, working lengths and number of cars of motor

, omnibus routes.

As regards the dimensions and seating accommodation of the
motor omnibuses with benzine motors which are used for the

periodical transport of passengers on roads in the open country
(see Groups A. and B under a) in each case in the above Table)
particulars in respect of thèse are given in the subjoined Table.



With regard to tyres among the cars there are 8 weighing up
to 2.2 tons each, with infla.ted rubber tyres and 6 cars, weighing
1,8 tons each and carrying a paying load of 1.? tons, with solid
rubber tyres with airchambers communicating with the exterior
(Ducables tyres) ; all the others have solid rubber tyres and nearly
a.ll of them duplex tyres on the baclc wheels.
As regards speed we may remark that the motor cars in the

govermnent service with the exception of .13 cars, have a device
fitted to their engines, which prevents them from attaining a.

higher speed than 25 km. an honr on a level road. In the case
of cars owned by private companies the limitation of speed is
by no means enforeed everywhere. The a.dvantages of such limi-
tation are obvious, not only with regard to the preservation of
the car itself and its tyres, but also with regard to the condition
of thé road. As a matter of fact, there does not appear to be any
riecessity for greater speeds in tlxe case of vehicles carrying a
large number of passengers at comparatively low fa.res. Tlxe fact
must also be borne in mind, that in Austria the rules as regards
liability have been made more stringent by a special law for motor
vehicles running at speeds exeeeding 25 km. an hour.
According to the balance sheets of tue government service and



particulars received from the owners of private services, the work-
ing expenses of the omnibuses with benzine motors work out at
45 to 150 hellers (4 1/2 to 15 pence) per Idiometer run, and the
total average works out at 80 hellers by calculation. The great
différence between the maximum and minimum rates of working
expenses may be explained by the considerable differences in the
dead weights and the paving 10ads and seating accommodation
of the cars (750 to 1,200 kgrs and 7 to 26 sea.ts), the absence of
uniformity in the upkeep of the diferent road surfaces which
will afïect the costs of upkeep of the cars and to some extent also
to the fact that with new cars the costs of repairs and renewals
are less heav,r, especially during the first year. &dquo;,
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